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Abstract

Ex-ante deontology is an attempt to combine deontological constraints on doing or intending harm with the idea that one should act in everyone's interest if possible. I argue that ex-ante deontology has serious problems in cases where multiple decisions are to be made over time. I then argue that these problems force us to choose between commonsense deontological morality and a more consequentialist morality. I suggest that we should choose the latter.
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1 Introduction

In some cases, acting in everyone's best interest involves doing or intending harm in a way that would otherwise be considered impermissible. Take, for example,

Opaque Footbridge. A, B, and C are trapped in three suitcases. An out-of-control lethal trolley is headed for two suitcases on the track. The other suitcase is on a footbridge above. The suitcases have just been reshuffled, so no one knows who is in which suitcase. You can push a lever to topple
the suitcase now on the footbridge onto the track, stopping the trolley before it hits the other two suitcases.\footnote{This is a scaled-down version of Hare's (2016) case. See also Hare (2013: 89–96). Similar cases have been discussed by Thomson (1990: 176–202) and by many others typically under the heading of “survival lotteries.” See Harris (1975) and Singer (1977), but also Kamm (1996: 143–171, 290–310). A real-life “survival lottery,” proposed for Allied bombers during World War Two, is recounted by Glover (1977: 212–213).

\footnote{See McClennen (1990: 99–111) for more on decision trees.}

\footnote{Nagel (1986: 178) claims that “it is no worse for the victim to be killed or injured deliberately than accidentally.” See also Scheffler (1994: 109) and Parfit (2011: 365). Scheffler and Nagel credit the point to Scanlon; see Scanlon (1998: 163). Thomson (1990: 184) disagrees, arguing that “dying in consequence of being suddenly grabbed off the street, or out of a doctor’s examining room, and having one’s body organs removed for use to save others” is worse than “dying of organ failure after a long illness.” Still, even if it is in some way bad for a person to be killed as a means, it does not seem so bad that the person cannot be as badly off on balance as if he or she died an accidental death.}

We can represent this case as in Figure 1.

\textbf{FIGURE 1} Opaque Footbridge

In this decision tree, squares represent your choices, while circles represent moments when your uncertainty is resolved, with different possible resolutions having the probabilities shown. A, B, and C can either die (denoted by a gray or a white skull, depending on whether they are killed as a means or not) or live (denoted by a happy face).\footnote{Nagel (1986: 178) claims that “it is no worse for the victim to be killed or injured deliberately than accidentally.” See also Scheffler (1994: 109) and Parfit (2011: 365). Scheffler and Nagel credit the point to Scanlon; see Scanlon (1998: 163). Thomson (1990: 184) disagrees, arguing that “dying in consequence of being suddenly grabbed off the street, or out of a doctor’s examining room, and having one’s body organs removed for use to save others” is worse than “dying of organ failure after a long illness.” Still, even if it is in some way bad for a person to be killed as a means, it does not seem so bad that the person cannot be as badly off on balance as if he or she died an accidental death.}

What should you do?

On the one hand, pushing is in everyone’s interest. The mode of death seems irrelevant to the victim: to be killed as a means seems just as bad for a person as to be killed as a side-effect.\footnote{Nagel (1986: 178) claims that “it is no worse for the victim to be killed or injured deliberately than accidentally.” See also Scheffler (1994: 109) and Parfit (2011: 365). Scheffler and Nagel credit the point to Scanlon; see Scanlon (1998: 163). Thomson (1990: 184) disagrees, arguing that “dying in consequence of being suddenly grabbed off the street, or out of a doctor’s examining room, and having one’s body organs removed for use to save others” is worse than “dying of organ failure after a long illness.” Still, even if it is in some way bad for a person to be killed as a means, it does not seem so bad that the person cannot be as badly off on balance as if he or she died an accidental death.} If you push, everyone has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival. If you do not push, everyone has a 2/3 chance of
death and a 1/3 chance of survival. It is in any person’s interest to face the former prospect rather than the latter. On the other hand, pushing involves doing or intending harm, which – many people strongly believe – is impermissible except in special circumstances. These people believe in deontic constraints and often appeal to cases like

**Transparent Footbridge.** A, B, and C are trapped in three suitcases. The situation is the same as in Opaque Footbridge, except that everyone knows who is in which suitcase.

If it is A who is on the footbridge, we can represent this case as in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Transparent Footbridge](image)

**TABLE 1 Possible views**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Opaque Footbridge</th>
<th>Transparent Footbridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permissivism</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-ante deontology</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-post deontology</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
<td>push ✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How can this apparent tension be resolved? I see three main natural theoretical options, as in Table 1.

---

4 This follows from a version of Resnik’s (1986: 91–92) better-chance principle, similar to the sure-thing principle but much less controversial.


6 This is a version of Thomson’s (1985) case.

Let us start with the two extremes. The first is what I call permissivism. It dispenses with deontic constraints. It is broader than consequentialism as it is compatible with the existence of moral options: permissions to do less than best. It implies that you should push in both cases. The other extreme I call ex-post deontology. It says that there is a weighty prohibition on doing or intending harm even if that is in everyone’s interest. It implies that you should not push in either case.

There are also moderate views. I think that the most attractive one is what I call ex-ante deontology. It says that one should choose an option whose prospect is best for everyone (if such an option exists) even if that involves doing or intending harm in a way that would otherwise be impermissible. It implies that, in a Footbridge case, you should push if the case is opaque but should not push if the case is transparent.

Ex-ante deontology can be seen as an attempt to combine deontology with the principle of Ex-Ante Pareto, according to which one should choose an option whose prospect is best for everyone (if such an option exists). It can also be given a rationale that should appeal to deontologists. To see this,

10 See Thomson (1990: 176–202), Hare (2013, 2016), Frick (2015), and Setiya (2020). I will discuss these authors in more detail below.
11 Ex-Ante Pareto is of course stronger than what is needed to argue that you should push in Opaque Footbridge. It is, at any rate, a plausible principle which also provides a useful reference point. It is plausible because it reflects an attractive individualistic ideal: an option proscribed by Ex-Ante Pareto would seem unjustifiable to the people affected. I lack the space to defend Ex-Ante Pareto against all challenges. But let me mention, first, that many alleged counterexamples to Ex-Ante Pareto will prove spurious once it is combined with an ecumenical account of welfare. (A narrower account of welfare may be suitable for other purposes.) It might, for example, seem impermissible to do a risky but life-saving blood transfusion on a committed Jehovah’s Witness even if that affects no one else. (Compare Setiya (2020: 65).) But insofar as I share that intuition, it is because I intuit that the loss of autonomy is a harm. If the loss of autonomy is considerable, then, presumably, the transfusion is no better for the Witness, so this is no counterexample to Ex-Ante Pareto. If the loss of autonomy is slight, then Ex-Ante Pareto’s verdict seems correct. (Compare Thomson (1990: 187–191).) Another challenge is presented by Mahtani’s (2017) puzzle, which she takes to show that a claim like “everyone’s prospect is better if you push” is incoherent as it stands, and, hence, that Ex-Ante Pareto is likewise incoherent. A similar puzzle is discussed by Harman (2015), Hare (2016), and Setiya (2020). I am relatively untroubled by Mahtani’s puzzle, however. First, Mahtani’s puzzle is similar to a familiar puzzle in quantified epistemic logic (see Gerbrandy (2000)) and, so, we should expect, it is susceptible to a similar solution. Second, Mahtani’s puzzle does not threaten some versions of Ex-Ante Pareto – notably, an “objective” version defined in terms of non-epistemic probability – that could be used to argue that you should push in a version of Opaque Footbridge.
recall that Nozick, a prominent deontologist, claims that deontic constraints “reflect the fact of our separate existences,” as the individual harmed “does not get some overbalancing good from his sacrifice.” So, it looks like, for Nozick, deontic constraints are meant to protect people from an uncompensated sacrifice of interests. But, in some cases, doing or intending harm is in everyone’s interest, at least relative to what is known at the time of action. Nozick’s comments suggest that, in these cases, deontic constraints are lifted.

Nonetheless, in this paper, I will argue against ex-ante deontology and other compromise views like it. In sections 2 to 4, I will show that ex-ante deontology has serious problems in cases where multiple decisions are to be made over time. Still, ruling out ex-ante deontology and other compromise views leaves us with a choice between permissivism and ex-post deontology. In section 5, I give a new argument against ex-post deontology’s verdict that you should not push in Opaque Footbridge. In section 6, I also describe a new problem for a deontologist who would like to act in everyone’s interest at least in the limited range of cases where, unlike in Opaque Footbridge, the true state of the world is known in advance. I conclude that it is difficult to combine deontology with any Pareto principle, whether ex-ante or ex-post. This means, I suggest, that deontology does not take individual people seriously. That is a serious problem.

2 Problems for Ex-Ante Deontology

Ex-ante deontology runs into problems in cases that are like Opaque Footbridge, except that, after you decide to push the lever, you find out who is in which suitcase and have a chance to change your mind before it is too late. As an example, consider

Case One. A, B, and C are trapped in three suitcases. The situation is the same as in Opaque Footbridge, except for the following details. It is now 12:00. You still do not know who is in which suitcase but, luckily, everyone will peek out of their suitcases by 13:00. The trolley is slow and will only roll under the footbridge at 13:15. The lever is also rusty. You can use it to topple the footbridge suitcase but only if you start pushing right away and keep pushing until the trolley arrives. If you stop pushing at 13:00, then whoever is on the footbridge will see you and will become mildly traumatized, realizing that he or she could easily have died a terrible death as a train stop. Alternatively, you can walk away right now and let the trolley run its course.

We can represent this case as in Figure 3 (with a sad face denoting mild psychological trauma).

What should you do? The bold lines above show what I take to be ex-ante deontology’s answer. At 12:00 it is in everyone’s interest that you push. So ex-ante deontology implies that you should push at 12:00. In terms of the decision tree, this means going up at choice node 1.13

But at 13:00 it is no longer in everyone’s interest that you push. If it is A who is on the footbridge, for example, then it is not in A’s interest to push, even if it is still in the interest of B and C. So deontic constraints apply and ex-ante deontology implies that you should not push the lever at 13:00. In terms of the decision tree, this means going down at choice nodes 2, 3, and 4.

So if you follow ex-ante deontology in Case One, you will push at 12:00 but then stop at 13:00. So it is certain that, no matter what, the two people on the track will die and the person on the footbridge will be mildly traumatized. If you simply walked away at 12:00, at least the person on the footbridge would have been better off. Why bother to push the lever at all?

Ex-ante deontology has at least two problems in Case One. The first is that, if you follow ex-ante deontology, you will predictably renege on your earlier decision. This seems irrational.14 The second problem is that this fickleness

---

13 If you suspect that ex-ante deontology can avoid this implication if combined with a suitable method of choice for sequential decision problems, hold fire until the next two sections.

14 This is a violation of the principle of dynamic consistency. See McClennen (1990: 120).
can be costly. As we saw, if you follow ex-ante deontology, it is certain that, no matter what, someone will be gratuitously traumatized. This seems immoral.

The second problem, more abstractly, is that ex-ante deontology violates the principle of Sequential Pareto, according to which one cannot permissibly follow a course of action that is certain to have the same outcome as some other available course of action, except for someone being worse off.\(^\text{15}\) Sequential Pareto should appeal to a deontologist, at least as applied in Case One, since the outcome if you push at 12:00 and stop at 13:00 is certain to be the same, in all respects that a deontologist might care about, as the outcome if you decide not to push at 12:00, except that someone will be worse off. The trolley runs its course either way, for example, and no one is used as a train stop. The conflict with Sequential Pareto is also awkward for ex-ante deontology, which, after all, attempts to respect the idea that one should act in everyone’s interest if possible (as per Ex-Ante Pareto). Ex-ante deontology begins to look like an unstable hybrid between the purer extremes of permissivism and ex-post deontology.

I think that Case One poses similar problems for other compromise views. I know two such views, one due to Hare (2013, 2016), and the other due to Setiya (2020). To see what they imply in Opaque and Transparent Footbridge, consider Table 2.\(^\text{16}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Opaque Footbridge</th>
<th>Transparent Footbridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>push</td>
<td>¬push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hare’s view</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setiya’s view</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to either view, the contrast between opaque and transparent versions of Footbridge is less stark than according to ex-ante deontology.

\(^{15}\) A similar principle appears in Gustafsson (2015: 1594–1595). Sequential Pareto is of course stronger than what is needed to argue against ex-ante deontology in Case One. But it is, nonetheless, a plausible principle which also provides a useful reference point. Compare footnote 11. Another problem that ex-ante deontology has in Case One is that, if you follow it, you will follow a course of action whose prospect is worse for everyone than the prospect of some other available course of action. So ex-ante deontology violates a sequential ex-ante Pareto principle, too. Compare Gustafsson (2018: 599).

\(^{16}\) There might exist further hybrids, similar to ex-ante/ex-post hybrids in the context of egalitarianism. See Bovens (2015). But I fear that they are no more promising than the purer views I consider.
Consider Hare’s view first. He thinks that you should push in Opaque Footbridge, but, in Transparent Footbridge, you are permitted to push but also permitted not to push. Hare’s explanation is that, in Transparent Footbridge, your reasons to push and your reasons not to push are incommensurable: neither set of reasons is stronger than, weaker than, nor equally as strong as, the other set. Incommensurability arises insofar as you know more about the richly textured lives of the people involved. Hare adds that “faced with such incommensurability, you need a tiebreaker, and a policy of nonintervention in cases like this is as good a tiebreaker as any.”

I do not think that Hare’s view should appeal to deontologists. First, according to Hare, deontic constraints are at best tie-breakers, which is not robust enough for typical deontologists. Second, Hare’s explanation of the difference between Opaque and Transparent Footbridge is implausible. In Setiya’s words: “it wouldn’t affect the ethics of [Transparent] Footbridge if the people involved were perfect duplicates of one another ( … ) [n]or would it matter if they were people you just met and about whom you know nothing at all.” More importantly, however, Hare’s view shares ex-ante deontology’s problems in Case One. According to Hare’s view, you should push at 12:00 but you are permitted not to push at 13:00. But if you push at 12:00 and stop at 13:00, it is certain that, no matter what, someone will be gratuitously traumatized. This is a Sequential Pareto violation.

Consider next Setiya’s view. He argues that if you should push in Opaque Footbridge, then you should also push in Transparent Footbridge. Since he thinks that you should not push in the latter, he concludes that you are not required to push in the former. Instead, he suggests that, in Opaque Footbridge, you are permitted to push but also permitted not to push. Setiya’s explanation is that, in Opaque Footbridge, your reasons to push and your reasons not to push are incommensurable. Incommensurability arises because it is difficult to balance a person’s interest in survival against the value of his or her autonomy. Setiya adds that “[p]aternalistic intervention is easier to justify when it is the life of a relative or close friend in which you intervene.”

I think that Setiya’s view should appeal to deontologists no more than Hare’s. It would not affect the ethics of Opaque Footbridge, it seems, if the people involved were children too young to possess autonomy, nor would it matter if they were your friends and family. More importantly, however, Setiya’s view shares ex-ante deontology’s problems in Case One. According to Setiya’s view, you are permitted to push at 12:00 but required not to push at 13:00. But if you

---

17 Hare (2016: 467).
18 Setiya (2020: 70). Setiya does not mention that Thomson (1990: 211–229, 185–186) apparently did think that it would matter if the people involved were duplicates. See Kamm (1993: 374–376) for a discussion of Thomson.
19 Setiya (2020: 68).
push at 12:00 and stop at 13:00, it is certain that, no matter what, someone will be gratuitously traumatized. This is another Sequential Pareto violation.20

3 Sophisticated Ex-Ante Deontology

A possible response to ex-ante deontology’s problems is to say that, in one’s decision, one should take into account what one expects to do in the future. This is the idea behind sophisticated choice.21 Similarly, according to sophisticated ex-ante deontology, one should decide on a course of action whose prospect is best for everyone (if such a course of action exists), given what one expects to do in the future, even if that course of action involves doing or intending harm in a way that would otherwise be impermissible.22

To see how this works in Case One, consider Figure 4. This time the bolded lines indicate moves recommended by sophisticated ex-ante deontology.

---

20 According to either Hare’s or Setiya’s view, in Case One, there is a course of action that you can permissibly follow that will not lead to gratuitous trauma. But, as we saw, in that case, there is another course of action that you can permissibly follow that will. I think that is bad enough. The distinction is similar to that between forcing and non-forcing money pumps. See Gustafsson and Espinoza (2010) and Peterson (2015).

21 It is discussed in McClennen (1990), Rabinowicz (1995), and Buchak (2013: 170–200). Proponents include Strotz (1955) and Hammond (1976).

22 Frick’s ex-ante contractualism includes a similar “decomposition test.” See Frick (2015: 205).
You know that, no matter what you find out at 13:00, you would then decide not to push the lever, since that would involve doing or intending harm, when it is no longer in everyone’s interest. So you know that, if you decide to push at 12:00, you will stop at 13:00. Holding that fixed, your choice at 12:00 is as follows:

*Push:* Everyone has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of mild trauma.

¬*Push:* Everyone has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.

Since the latter is in everyone’s interest at 12:00, sophisticated ex-ante deontology tells you not to push at 12:00, letting the trolley run its course. So sophisticated ex-ante deontology does not conflict with Sequential Pareto in Case One.

This is cold comfort, however, as it still has to give up Sequential Pareto in the barely different

*Case Two.* A, B, and C are trapped in three suitcases. The situation is the same as in Opaque Footbridge, except for the following details. It is now 12:00. You still do not know who is in which suitcase but, luckily, everyone will peek out of their suitcases by 13:00. The trolley is slow and will only roll under the footbridge at 13:15. This time the lever is well-oiled but you are not allowed to leave before 13:00. You can either push the lever at 12:00, dropping the footbridge suitcase onto the track, or you can wait to make your decision until 13:00, just before you go. If you do decide to push the lever at 12:00, the two survivors on the track will be mildly traumatized, having to endure an extra hour of agonized screaming from whoever was on the footbridge. That will not happen if you instead decide to push at 13:00.

We can represent this case as in Figure 5.
You know that, no matter what you find out at 13:00, you would then decide not to push the lever, since that would involve doing or intending harm, when it is no longer in everyone’s interest. So you know that, if you decide to wait at 12:00, you will decide not to push at 13:00. Holding that fixed, your choice at 12:00 is as follows:

\[
\text{¬Push: Everyone has a } \frac{2}{3} \text{ chance of death and a } \frac{1}{3} \text{ chance of survival.} \\
\text{Push: Everyone has a } \frac{1}{3} \text{ chance of death and a } \frac{2}{3} \text{ chance of mild trauma.}
\]

If the trauma is mild enough, then, plausibly, it is in everyone’s interest that you push at 12:00. So this is what sophisticated ex-ante deontology tells you to do.

So if you follow sophisticated ex-ante deontology in Case Two, it is certain that, no matter what, the person on the footbridge will be killed and the two people on the track will be mildly traumatized. If you instead decided to wait until 13:00 and push then, at least the two people on the track would have been better off. This shows that sophisticated ex-ante deontology is incompatible with Sequential Pareto, after all. That is implausible. It is also awkward for sophisticated ex-ante deontology which, after all, attempts to respect the idea that you should act in everyone’s interest if possible (as per Ex-Ante Pareto).²³

---

²³ A possible objection is that a course of action that includes pushing at 13:00 is unavailable to a conscientious sophisticated ex-ante deontologist and, so, sophisticated ex-ante
Sophisticated ex-ante deontology also leads to implausible information avoidance in Case Two. Your choice at 12:00 is in effect whether to push immediately or wait to find out who is in which suitcase. Sophisticated ex-ante deontology tells you to do the former, even though it is then certain that, no matter what, two people will be gratuitously traumatized. So if you follow sophisticated ex-ante deontology, you will, in some cases, avoid relevant information at someone’s expense. This seems both irrational and immoral.²⁴

Information avoidance may be rational in some cases, for example, in cases where learning is risky, in the sense of potentially making some actual bad things appear unlikely. But why would learning be risky for a deontologist in Case Two?²⁵

Similar problems beset sophisticated versions of Hare’s and Setiya’s views. Consider Hare’s view first. According to its sophisticated version, you are arguably required to push at 12:00. So the view leads to a Sequential Pareto violation and information avoidance. To see why, recall that, according to Hare, you are permitted not to push if you know who is in which suitcase. So you know that, if you wait at 12:00, then you might decide not to push at 13:00. Holding that fixed, your choice at 12:00 is as follows:²⁶

- **Push**: Everyone might have a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival or everyone might have a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival.

- **Push**: Everyone definitely has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of mild trauma.

---

²⁴ The value of a person’s prospect should be determined on the basis of the best available information. (Compare Frick (2015: 191–194).) So a possible objection is that there is no good reason to push at 12:00 in Case Two, as that decision would not be based on the information about who is in which suitcase, which will soon be available. I reply that it is important that that information is not yet available at 12:00. At any rate, I could have used a version of Case Two where, arguably, the relevant information does not even exist at 12:00. In that version, you can commit at 12:00 to push at 13:00 or you can leave that decision until 13:00, and an indeterministic mechanism then reshuffles the suitcases between 12:00 and 13:00, rather than before 12:00.


²⁶ At least on the plausible assumption that you treat everyone equally in the sense that whether you push the lever does not depend on who you see on the footbridge.
Suppose that the people involved are self-interested. And suppose that they know that you are a sophisticated Hare follower. Then they will want you to push at 12:00. If you push at 12:00, that will definitely bring their chance of death to 1/3, at a small cost of mild trauma if they survive. If you do not push at 12:00, the prospect of that might be better for them but it might also be much worse. So, if you decide not to push at 12:00, the people involved will see that as pointlessly risky. So it is arguably in everyone’s interest that you push at 12:00. So that is what a sophisticated Hare follower will do.27

Hare does try to pre-empt objections about information avoidance by saying that, since greater knowledge means greater incommensurability, your better-informed self need not give the right advice to a past self that has to decide when commensurability still obtains.28 This might demonstrate that it makes sense for you to fail to defer to your better-informed self. But, in Case Two, a sophisticated follower of Hare will actively resist becoming better-informed. That, I think, does not make sense.

Consider next Setiya’s view. According to its sophisticated version, you are arguably permitted to push at 12:00. So the view also leads to a Sequential Pareto violation and potential information avoidance. To see why, recall that, according to Setiya, you are required not to push if you know who is in which suitcase. So, if you are a sophisticated follower of Setiya, you know that you would not push at 13:00. Holding that fixed, your choice at 12:00 is as follows:

- **Push**: Everyone has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.
- **Push**: Everyone has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of mild trauma.

This choice is similar to your choice in Opaque Footbridge where, recall, according to Setiya, you are permitted to push but also permitted not to push. So, presumably, according to a sophisticated version of Setiya’s view, you are also permitted to push at 12:00 in Case Two.

---

27 The people involved will be more insistent if you are known to toss a fair coin to decide between two incommensurable actions. It can then be calculated that, if you push at 12:00, everyone has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of mild trauma, but, if you decide to wait at 12:00, everyone has a 1/2 chance of death and a 1/2 chance of survival. Plausibly, it is in any person’s interest to face the former prospect rather than the latter. Compare Rabinowicz (1995: 595) and Bradley and Steele (2016).

4 Resolute Ex-Ante Deontology

As we saw, ex-ante deontology can tell you to predictably renege on your earlier decisions, even if, as a result, it is then certain that, no matter what, someone will be gratuitously traumatized. A sophisticated version of ex-ante deontology does barely better. It can, in addition, lead to irrational information aversion.

Another possible response to these problems is to say that, in one's decision, one should take into account what happened in the past, rather than what one expects to do in the future. This is the idea behind resolute choice. Similarly, according to resolute ex-ante deontology, one should continue a course of action whose prospect is, or was, best for everyone, even if that course of action, at some point, involves doing or intending harm in a way that would otherwise be impermissible.

To see how this works in Case Two, consider Figure 6. This time the bolded lines indicate moves recommended by resolute ex-ante deontology.

![Figure 6: Case Two with Resolute Choice](image)

At 12:00 it is in everyone's interest that you wait until 13:00 and push then. This means going up at node 1.

---

At 13:00 it is no longer in everyone’s interest that you push. Still, according to resolute ex-ante deontology, you should push, since at 12:00 it was in everyone’s interest that you wait until 13:00 and push then. This means going up at nodes 2, 3, and 4.

It is easy to see that, unlike ex-ante deontology and sophisticated ex-ante deontology, resolute ex-ante deontology does not have problems with Sequential Pareto and information avoidance.\textsuperscript{30}

The view also had a prominent defender: Judith Thomson.\textsuperscript{31} According to Thomson, you should push in Opaque Footbridge, but only as an exception to a blanket prohibition on killing:

“The exceptions ( … ) are those in which the one who will be killed, and the [two] who will be saved, are members of a group such that it was to the advantage of all the members that the one (whoever he or she would later turn out to be) would later be killed, and the only thing that has since changed is that it is now clear who the one was going to turn out to be.”\textsuperscript{32}

So, according to Thomson, you should not push the lever in Transparent Footbridge, as there was never a time at which that was in everyone’s interest. Sadly, resolute ex-ante deontology also has serious problems.

The first is that resolute ex-ante deontology leads to implausible sensitivity to the distant past. To see this, imagine that it is now 2020 and you face a case like Transparent Footbridge. You can see who is in which suitcase. This is no surprise to you. In 1990 you foretold that in 2020 you will find yourself in a Transparent Footbridge case involving A, B, and C. It would not affect the ethics of the case, it seems, whether you simultaneously foretold who will be in which suitcase. But resolute ex-ante deontology says that it would. That is hard to believe.

\textsuperscript{30} There are at least two ways to understand resolute choice here. One focuses on the past and its counterfactual continuations into the future, as in Machina (1989); see also Bader (2019). The other focuses on the agent’s past plans, as in McClennen (1990). A similar distinction is made in Rabinowicz (1995: 603–604). If you are a resolute chooser of the first type, then, in Case Two, you could say, as you are about to push the lever at 13:00: “If I didn’t push, everyone’s prospects would have been worse relative to the information available at 12:00.” If you are a resolute chooser of the second type, then you could instead say: “If I didn’t push, I would renge on a plan I adopted at 12:00.” I focus on the first, less objectionably inward, way to understand resolute choice.

\textsuperscript{31} See Thomson (1990: 176–202). Her view seems to have changed by the time of Thomson (2008).

\textsuperscript{32} Thomson (1990: 195).
As this example also shows, in order to establish what is permissible according to resolute ex-ante deontology, times in the distant past must be considered. Is it necessary to consider the entire past? If not, how much? This is the second problem.33

The third and last problem is that resolute ex-ante deontology is self-undermining insofar as it undermines intuitions that drive many people towards deontology in the first place. It might no longer be clear, for example, that, in a given situation, it is impermissible to throw a bystander under a trolley to save two other people further down the track. After all, there might have been a time at which it was in everyone’s interest that you do so now. So firm intuitions about the impermissibility of doing or intending harm can no longer be considered reliable.34

To end this section, let me note briefly that resolute versions of Hare’s and Setiya’s views share resolute ex-ante deontology’s problems. According to a resolute version of Hare’s view, you should push if there was once a time at which that was in everyone’s interest, but you are merely permitted to do so otherwise. According to a resolute version of Setiya’s view, on the other hand, you are permitted to push in the former case but forbidden to do so otherwise. So both views lead to implausible sensitivity to the distant past and, so, to the other two problems as well.

5 Problems for Ex-Post Deontology

So far, I have argued against compromise positions between permissivism and ex-post deontology.35 If I am right, the key issue is whether you should push in cases like Opaque Footbridge. If “Yes,” then we should accept permissivism,
rejecting deontic constraints. If “No,” we are free to accept ex-post deontology instead.

I will now give a new argument against ex-post deontology’s verdict that you should not push in Opaque Footbridge. Let us start with the following case:

Two Opaque Tracks. There are now two parallel tracks. On each track there is an out-of-control lethal trolley, headed for two suitcases. Above each track is a footbridge, on which there is one suitcase. The three suitcases around the first track contain A, B, and C. These suitcases have just been reshuffled, so no one knows who is in which suitcase. The three suitcases around the other track are filled with sand. You have three buttons. Button $a$ moves A from his or her suitcase around the first track to the corresponding suitcase around the second track (but you do not see the move). Button $b$ likewise moves B, and button $c$ likewise moves C. But, if you move any suitcase, that will topple the suitcase that is now on the second footbridge onto the second track. That suitcase, whatever its contents, will then halt the second trolley.\footnote{This is a variation of Hare’s (2016: 461–462) case.}

Two Opaque Tracks decomposes Opaque Footbridge into a number of one-person choices. Each button affects only one person’s position. If you push all buttons, the outcome is the same as if you pushed the lever in Opaque Footbridge. If you push no buttons, the outcome is the same as if you did not push the lever in Opaque Footbridge. Plausibly, then, the verdicts about Two Opaque Tracks and Opaque Footbridge should be in harmony.

So, what should you do in Two Opaque Tracks?

Hare argues that you should push all three buttons, since you should push each button, irrespective of what you do later.\footnote{See Hare (2016: 457–464). A similar argument can also be found in Frick (2015: 186–194).} Take button $a$, for example. If you push it, A has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival. If you do not push it, A has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival. It is in A’s interest that you push it.

A problem with Hare’s argument is that whether you should push button $a$, say, does seem to depend on what you do later. To see this, suppose that you know that, if you were to push button $a$, you would later push button $b$ and button $c$, and that, if you did not push button $a$, you would later push neither button $b$ nor button $c$. Holding that fixed, your choice whether to push button $a$ is as follows:
*Push a*: Everyone has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival.

¬*Push a*: Everyone has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.

This choice is like your choice in Opaque Footbridge where, recall, according to ex-post deontology, you should not push the lever. So it cannot simply be assumed, in an argument against ex-post deontology, that, in Two Opaque Tracks, you should push button *a*, irrespective of what you do later.

A better argument is available, however. Note first that ex-post deontology leads to *deontic cycling* when combined with the principle of *One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto*, according to which, in a situation where exactly one person is affected, one should choose an option whose prospect is best for that person (if such an option exists). To see what I mean, note that, by One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto, you should rather push button *a* than no buttons (since that is best for *A* and affects neither *B* nor *C*), you should rather push buttons *a* and *b* than just *a* (since that is best for *B* and affects neither *A* nor *C*), and you should rather push buttons *a*, *b*, and *c* rather than just *a* and *b* (since that is best for *C* and affects neither *A* nor *B*). Since the choice whether to push all three buttons or none is like your choice in Opaque Footbridge, ex-post deontology implies that you should push no buttons rather than all three. If we write “*x < y*” to mean that *y* should be chosen when the only alternative is *x*, we obtain the following cyclic pattern of pairwise permissible choices:

enerima < push a < push a, b < push a, b, c < -push.

Indeed, Hare’s argument is a variation on a well-known type of argument against cyclic preference. And the objection I raised against it is a variation on a well-known objection against that type of argument. Armed with this insight, a more compelling argument against cyclic preference can instead be adapted.

---

38 One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto is similar to Hare’s principle of defeasible privacy. See Hare (2016: 463). Deontic cycling is discussed in Willenken (2012), but see also Kamm (1996: 311–354) and Temkin (2012: 194–231).
39 See Rabinowicz (2000b) and Dougherty (2014).
40 See Gustafsson and Rabinowicz (2020).
41 See Gustafsson and Rabinowicz (2020). A similar argument can be found in Broome and Rabinowicz (1999) and Rabinowicz (2000a).
Consider, for example,

*The Timer Case.* The general setup is the same as in Two Opaque Tracks. But now a special timer controls who goes where around the two tracks. Every half an hour you get a chance to stop the timer. If you stop it at 12:00, no one gets moved to the second track. If you stop it at 12:30, A, B, and C get moved to the second track. If you stop it at 13:00, only A and B get moved to the second track. If you stop it at 13:30, only A gets moved to the second track. 13:30 is the last time to stop the timer. If you do not stop it, no one gets moved to the second track. If you stop the timer at the very start, that will mildly traumatize whoever survives. (Perhaps he or she needs some time to get used to mortality.)

We can represent this case as in Figure 7.

What should you do? You have to stop the timer at 12:00. Any other possibility can be reduced to absurdity, on the assumption of ex-post deontology, One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto, and the plausible premise that you expect to act permissibly in the future, conditionally on having acted permissibly in the past.

Suppose first that you are permitted to never stop the timer and that you never do. But by 13:30 your only options were:

---

42 The example is similar to the so-called centipede game. See Rosenthal (1981).

43 I do not have the space to discuss this premise in more detail. I think that it is plausible enough to take it for granted here. See Gustafsson and Rabinowicz (2020).
¬Stop: A has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival, B and C have a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.

Stop: A has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival, B and C have a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.

It was in A’s interest to stop, which would have affected neither B nor C. So, by One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto, that is what you should have done. This contradicts the hypothesis that you are permitted to never stop the timer. So you must stop the timer at 13:30 at the latest.

Suppose next that you are permitted to stop the timer at 13:30 exactly and that you do. You must have acted permissibly up to 13:30, including 13:00. Since you expect to act permissibly in the future, conditionally on having acted permissibly in the past, you expected at 13:00 that you would stop the timer at 13:30 if you did not stop it at 13:00. So you knew at 13:00 that your options were:

¬Stop: A has a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival, B and C have a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.

Stop: A and B have a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival, C has a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of survival.

It was in B’s interest to stop, which would have affected neither A nor C. So, by One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto, that is what you should have done. This contradicts the hypothesis that you are permitted to stop the timer at 13:30 exactly. So you must stop the timer at 13:00 at the latest. A similar argument shows that you must stop the timer at 12:30 at the latest.

What about 12:00? Having followed the argument so far, you know at 12:00 that if you do not stop the timer then, you will stop it at 12:30 instead. So you know at 12:00 that your options are:

¬Stop: A, B, and C have a 1/3 chance of death and a 2/3 chance of survival.

Stop: A, B, and C have a 2/3 chance of death and a 1/3 chance of mild trauma.

One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto is now silent since more than one person is affected. But this choice is similar to your choice in Opaque Footbridge. So ex-post deontology tells you to take the latter option, stopping the timer at 12:00.

So, if you follow ex-post deontology in the Timer Case, it is certain that, no matter what, the two people on the track will die and the person on the
footbridge will be mildly traumatized. If you simply waited, at least the person on the footbridge would have been better off. This is a violation of Sequential Pareto.

Sequential Pareto is plausible in the Timer Case, as is One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto. Indeed, to contravene One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto in the Timer Case would seem to reveal a form of causal fetishism: it would be to care more about impersonal causal structure than about the interest of the only person affected. Even those sympathetic to deontology should find this unpalatable. To see this, compare the Timer Case and a Transparent Footbridge case. If you refuse to kill A to save B and C in a Transparent Footbridge case, you could be suspected of causal fetishism. You can reply, credibly, that you refuse to kill A because you care about A. But if you refuse to take an extra 1/3 chance to kill A, say, in the Timer Case, you cannot credibly reply that you refuse to do it because you care about A since it is, by hypothesis, in A’s interest to take it.

It might seem that a better response to the Timer Case is to combine ex-post deontology with either sophisticated choice or resolute choice. It is easy to see, however, that a sophisticated ex-post deontologist will stop the timer as soon as possible in the Timer Case. On the other hand, a resolute ex-post deontologist, if he or she is to avoid a course of action that leads to gratuitous trauma, would have to contravene One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto at some point. If a resolute ex-post deontologist decides to stop the timer at 13:00, for example, then he or she must then contravene One-Person Ex-Ante Pareto at 12:30.

I conclude that the weakest link is ex-post deontology itself. It should be rejected. Since, in earlier sections, I argued against ex-ante deontology and other compromise views like it, I conclude that permissivism should be accepted. Deontologists will have to resist that argument. But how?

6 Problems for Minimally Paretian Deontology

Even if a deontologist cannot always act in everyone’s interest, it might seem that this can only happen when there is uncertainty about the true state of the world. So perhaps a deontologist can still endorse minimally Paretian deontology, according to which one should choose an option whose outcome is best for everyone (if such an option exists), even if that involves doing or intending harm in a way that would otherwise be impermissible. As it is more limited than ex-ante deontology, it faces none of the problems that I have considered so far. It can also be motivated by the desire to avoid causal fetishism: how could it be wrong to kill someone if that is in everyone’s interest, the victim included? Minimally Paretian deontology can be seen as an attempt to
combine deontology with the principle of *Ex-Post Pareto*, according to which one should choose an option whose *outcome* is best for everyone (if such an option exists).

Still, even this form of deontology has a serious problem. We can see it in the following variation of Footbridge:

*The Shuffle Case.* The setup is the same as in Transparent Footbridge, with two people on the track and one person on the footbridge. The people around the track are reshuffled periodically. First A is on the footbridge, then B, then C, then briefly A again. Every hour on the hour you get a chance to leave, and every hour on the half hour a chance to push a button that topples whoever is then on the footbridge onto the track below. If you ever leave, the shuffle stops. And if you leave right at the very start (when A is first on the footbridge), that will mildly traumatize A. (Perhaps he or she needs some time to get used to mortality.)

We can represent this case as in Figure 8.

---

*Figure 8*  The Shuffle Case

---

44 If you leave, you merely withdraw aid, which is to allow, rather than do, harm. See McMahan (1993).
In this case minimally Paretian deontology leads to deontic cycling. To see this, note that, over time, you have access to the following seven options:

(a) Wait until A is again on the footbridge. (Allow B and C to die.)
(b) Push the button when C is on the footbridge. (Kill C as a means.)
(c) Leave when C is on the footbridge. (Allow A and B to die.)
(d) Push the button when B is on the footbridge. (Kill B as a means.)
(e) Leave when B is on the footbridge. (Allow A and C to die.)
(f) Push the button when A is on the footbridge. (Kill A as a means.)
(g) Leave when A is first on the footbridge. (Allow B and C to die and allow A to be mildly traumatized.)

And given minimally Paretian deontology, we obtain the following cyclic pattern of pairwise permissible choice:

\[ a < b < c < d < e < f < g < a. \]

Imagine, for example, that your choice is between (a) and (b). Then C will die either way, and A will survive either way, but choosing (b) will save B’s life. So minimally Paretian deontology recommends (b). Next imagine that your choice is between (b) and (c). (b) is no longer in everyone’s interest but, unlike (c), it involves doing or intending harm. So minimally Paretian deontology recommends (c). And so on through the cycle.

A similar argument as in the Timer Case shows that, if you follow minimally Paretian deontology, you have to stop the shuffle at 10:00 in the Shuffle Case.

Suppose first that you are permitted to never stop the shuffle and that you never do. But by 12:30 your only options were:

Wait: A survives, B and C die.
Push: A and B survive, C dies.

It was in B’s interest to push, which would have affected neither A nor C. So, by minimally Paretian deontology, that is what you should have done. This contradicts the hypothesis that you are permitted to never stop the shuffle. So you must stop the shuffle at 12:30 at the latest.

Suppose next that you are permitted to stop the shuffle at 12:30 exactly and suppose that you do. So you must have acted permissibly up to 12:30, including 12:00. Since you expect to act permissibly in the future, conditionally on having acted permissibly in the past, you expected at 12:00 that you would stop the shuffle at 12:30 if you did not stop it at 12:00. So you knew at 12:00 that your options were:
Wait: A and B survive, C dies.
Leave: A and B die, C survives.

You knew that, if you waited, you would later kill C to save A and B and, if you left, you would allow A and B to die and allow C to live. Neither option was in everyone's interest, but the latter did not involve doing or intending harm. So, by minimally Paretian deontology, you should have left. This contradicts the hypothesis that you are permitted to stop the shuffle at 12:30 exactly.

A similar argument shows that you cannot permissibly stop the shuffle at any time later than 10:00. You must stop it at 10:00 by leaving when A is on the footbridge. That means that A will be mildly traumatized. If you simply waited, at least A would have been better off. This is another Sequential Pareto violation.

It is implausible to reject Sequential Pareto in the Timer Case. It is also awkward for minimally Paretian deontologists who, after all, attempt to respect the idea that one should act in everyone's interest if possible, at least provided that there is no uncertainty about the true state of the world. I therefore conclude that deontology cannot be even minimally Paretian.

7 Conclusion

What have I established? I first argued that deontology cannot be combined with the plausible idea that one should act in everyone's interest if possible, even when that involves doing or intending harm. This was the conclusion of my argument against the three forms of ex-ante deontology. I then argued against ex-post deontology. To resist the latter argument, it seems, it would take an unpalatable form of causal fetishism. Lastly, I argued that deontology cannot be combined with the idea that one should act in everyone's interest if possible, even if there is no uncertainty about the true state of the world. It appears that, contrary to popular deontological rhetoric, it is deontology, rather than consequentialism, that does not take individual people seriously.
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